Archival SD Film Transfer Order Form
Our high quality frame-by-frame film to video conversion process supports regular
8mm (silent or magnetic sound), Super8 (silent or magnetic sound), and 16mm
(silent, opt/mag sound) film for output in either NTSC or PAL format.
[$0.22 per foot - Minimum charge is $60 per order] [PAL Conversion add $0.03 per foot]-

Total number of film reels to transfer (any film gauge mix or reel size)
Y/N

We can eliminate any red or blue casts and bring out the true
underlying true colors of your original film. Do you want us to
perform colour\density correction, if needed? [+$0.10/ft full
manual scene by scene or $0.05/ft for 60-80% correction]

Y/N

Professional Degrain removes grainy surface noise, small dust and dirt impacts along with minor
scratches from your transferred films without compromising the original image. Do you want us to
perform Professional Degrain? [+$0.04 per foot]

Y/N

Do you want background music added to your silent films on DVD? [+$0.02 per foot]

Y/N

Do you want us to capture your films to DVD for viewing on a TV using a regular DVD player?

Y/N

Do you want the frame-accurate DV AVI files for editing? These files represent transferred films that
have been colour\density corrected and properly timed, often referred to as Film masters.
If so, please circle the media you wish to have your film master files copied to:

External Hard Disk
Best choice for editing
Free transfer to disk

Archival Gold DVD-R
Best choice for archiving
Expensive for large projects

Mini-DV Digital Tape
add $50/tape

Digital8 Tape
add $50/tape

Total number of TV viewable DVD copies to produce from this original order. If no additional copies
are required, fill in a value of one (1). [Additional DVD copies are $9.95/disk]
Y/N

Do you want us to publish your films to Archival Grade Gold DVD discs rather than Premium discs?
[$10 per disk]

Y/N

Did you label your film reels in the order you wish?

Y/N

Does your films have an embedded audio track? Usually Super8 and 16mm [to re-sync audio $0.10/ft]

Please fill in the title information you wish to have appear on your DVD(s). Please limit your titles to no more
than 40 characters (including spaces).
Example title: Smith Family Films 1968 – 1972

Should you have any special requests or instructions for us to follow, please write them down below:
Topics of interest could be foreign format conversion (PAL), arranging videos in a particular manner, custom editing, specific due date, etc
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